Why Is Alternative Data
Playing an Increasingly
Larger Role in Financial
Markets?

The growing significance of alternative data cannot be nay-said, and neither can it
be downplayed. Though an emerging data analysis paradigm, alternative data is
precious for organizations and investment managers, as seen through statistics on
spending and independent studies.
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What is alternative data?
Simply put, alternative data is information that provides investors or
businesses with an edge over their competitors; companies use it to generate
predictive insights. This makes it an integral part of financial analysis as it
facilitates good investment and business decision making.

Alternative data refers to the information beyond fundamental datasets, earning
calls by companies, or filings with the relevant regulatory bodies. It includes:
•

Geolocation data from smartphones

•

Satellite imagery

•

Web scraped data

While this article will train its focus on the financial market, it is noteworthy that
alternative data has solved real estate conundrums by informing new theories,
challenging conventional intuitions, and providing clarity.

In e-commerce, it has enabled online marketplaces to gain more insights into their
competitors and customers and understand their likes, dislikes, and interests.

63% of respondents have
started using alternative
data to improve their
decision making.
Survey by Oxylabs and Censuswide

The Importance of Alternative
Data in Financial Markets
The use of alternative data in the financial markets has grown. The growth has been
buoyed by the understanding that most human activities are measured and
monitored. As such, they offer large volumes of standard and non-standard
datasets.
The varied nature of datasets has given rise to multiple applications within the
financial markets space. These include:
• Identifying alpha elements, predictive analytics
• Research verification
• Sentiment analysis
• Surveillance to identify financial crimes
This increasing dependence on alternative data, thanks to its multiple use cases, is
captured by Research and Markets. Its report projects that the global alternative
data market size will grow at a 44% compound annual growth rate (CAGR). By 2026,
it will have reached $11.1 billion.
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These figures, which are indirect extensions to Statista’s statistics above, further point
to the growing magnitude of the value companies place on alternative data.

The report cites the significant increase in alternative data sources, the rising
demand for alternative data by investment management (IM) firms, and the
COVID-19 pandemic as the main drivers for the growth. Per the report, the
pandemic has promoted alternative data adoption because companies are
increasingly collecting information that could help them identify consumers’
behavioral changes associated with their interests and purchases.

All in all, alternative data is beneficial in the following ways:

•

Offering a competitive edge

•

Aiding in predictive analytics

•

Supporting investing and trading decisions

•

Preventing risks

Competitive edge

The new information provides an opportunity for investors to gain a competitive
edge within the financial markets space. Hence, players use alternative data
together with conventional data to improve the latter dataset or come up with
novel and unique insights.

Companies are integrating alternative data sets with core financial information and
readily available data describing people, products, and industries, thereby deriving
a unique view of the markets.

Predictive analytics

Similarly, IM firms use alternative data to track e-commerce, real estate offerings,
news, and job change data and subsequently predict earnings reports.

Supports investing and trading decisions
A 2017 report by Deloitte tackled alternative data from the perspective of its impact
on investing decisions, observing that IM firms should use such data to support their
trading decisions. In fact, it noted that IM firms that do not update their investment
processes to incorporate alternative data within the five years ending 2022 could
face certain strategic risks. What’s more, competitors that effectively integrate the
same in their operations can outmaneuver them.

Risk prevention
IM firms can also look for short-term data from various sources that will help them
anticipate news, as the recent GameStop and AMC trading frenzy indicated. What
minted a few overnight millionaires caused companies to lose billions of dollars
simply because they lacked alternative data monitoring. If such firms had optimized
public data to generate informed investment predictions, perhaps the results would
have differed.

The Key Challenges of
Scraping Alternative Data
While alternative data is beneficial, accessing it is not always easy because of
various challenges. Thus, to harness the power of this data, IM firms and other
companies must first find remedies. But before discussing these solutions, let’s first
explore what these challenges are. They include:
• Data formats that are neither clean and tidy nor machine-readable
• The right data is hard to find
• Real-time data is needed
• Geographical restrictions
• Scalability

Data format
Alternative data exists in several forms, e.g., images, excel files, text, or video content.
To further compound this issue, the data is more often than not unstructured. These
characteristics mean that while the data should be delivered in clean-and-tidy,
machine-readable formats, it is rarely available in this state. This problem makes it
difficult to download, integrate, and consume.

The right data is hard to find
The numerous data sources, coupled with the varied formats that companies have
to contend with while collecting the data, make it hard to find relevant data akin to
the proverbial needle in a haystack. In other cases, while an IM firm may find the
appropriate data, it may end up being incomplete. Alternatively, the data may be
unverifiable.

Real-time data is needed
Emerging alternative data often has a short shelf life or may only hold value when
used exclusively. Once other players get ahold of the data, it ceases to be
valuable. As such, companies either have to guard their discoveries or use the data
as soon as they come across it.

Geographical restrictions
Some websites have instituted geographical restrictions. These geo locks make it
impossible to access critical data if the data extraction tool is located in another
country. In other cases, premium databases may only have information that covers
a few countries.

Scalability
It may prove challenging to retrieve freely available data on a large scale. This
means that scalability is not guaranteed when scraping alternative data.

Solutions for Collecting
Alternative Data for Financial
Markets
While these problems may have hindered the access to quality alternative data
before, this is no longer the case. Oxylabs offers advanced web scraping and
parsing solutions, thus ensuring smooth real-time extraction of freely available
public data on a large scale.

Next-Gen Residential Proxies
Our Next-Gen Residential Proxies harness the power of artificial intelligence (AI) and
machine learning (ML) to provide users with quality structured data from any
e-commerce product page. The AI capabilities allow the proxies to mimic regular
users’ browsing behavior. On the other hand, ML ensures adaptive HTML parsing
and advanced block avoidance.
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Moreover, these proxies are unimpacted by the complexity of the target website
and therefore always gather data seamlessly. They rely on a pool of over 100 million
IP addresses from any location worldwide. This makes geographic restrictions a
thing of the past. Additionally, they have a 100% success rate. This characteristic
cements their status as the ideal solutions for collecting alternative data for financial
markets.

Conclusion
Alternative data has emerged in importance and usage – so much that it has been
linked with the survival of investment management (IM) firms in the face of
competition. As this emerging paradigm is essential to companies, so too is it crucial
for individual traders. But given the challenges of scraping alternative data, some
companies and traders may fail to experience the full benefits. This is why Oxylabs
offers the Next-Gen Residential Proxies with AI & ML power that solve all the
challenges highlighted herein.

